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According to the U.S. Census Bureau, nearly one-third of the 
U.S. workforce, and half of all “information workers”, are able 
to work from home. Though the number of people working 
partially or fully remote has been on the rise for years now, the 
COVID-19 pandemic may have pressed the fast-forward button 
on this trend.
With millions of people taking part in this work-from-home 
experiment, it’s worth asking the question – how do people 
and companies actually feel about working from home?
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I Was a Military COVID Planner. The Vaccine Rollout Is Going to Be a Nightmare.
• The incoming administration will inherit one of the most daunting challenges any president has ever faced: planning 

and executing a national mass-vaccination campaign in the middle of a global pandemic.
• Before I retired from the Army, I served as a COVID crisis planner at NORTHCOM, where we were terrified of a 

potential “COVICANE.” Luckily, a major hurricane did not deliver a Katrina- or Harvey-like hit to a big city facing a 
coronavirus outbreak this year, at least on the scale we feared.

• But our next biggest concern was what the virus might do to rural America. And it’s playing out in harrowing fashion 
right now.

• Given the isolation and lack of resources, the vaccines themselves present a logistical challenge alone that borders 
on the impossible for rural America. The Pfizer vaccine, now the leading contender, will require ultra-cold storage of 
at least -94 degrees Fahrenheit and two rounds of shots. Another leading vaccine candidate from Moderna also 
requires cold storage, albeit not to the same extent, according to the company. Typically, hospitals and large clinics 
have this capability. Small towns lacking even the most basic health clinics do not.

• To deploy the Pfizer vaccine or any other one, health planners will have to figure out a way to deliver it to rural areas 
while maintaining required temperature long enough to ensure both doses, a scene repeated all across small-town 
America. This is a big risk: An uncoordinated federal roll out of vaccines requiring ultra-cold storage could leave state 
and local governments competing for resources much like they were competing for PPE earlier in the pandemic.

• There is another potential limiting factor here. The military may be strained taking care of its own and deploying the 
vaccine to troops and their families around the globe. That’s the way it’s always been. The military plays a 
supporting role during disasters in what is known as the Defense Support to Civil Authorities (DSCA) mission. 

• At NORTHCOM, we were the military’s lead for the DSCA mission, and we had only one dedicated pandemic expert 
on the staff at the start of the crisis. Afterwards, we surged a lot of resources at the problem, but it just isn’t realistic
to think the military can replicate the hard work of state and local health-care planners.

• Instead of a military miracle, it will take nearly flawless coordination between local, state, and the federal 
government to execute the plan. 
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Walmart Is US Amazon Prime Members’ Site of Choice for Products Unavailable on Amazon
• Walmart has reported a significant uptick in digital sales over the past six                                                 

months, and it has likely won business from Amazon as the pandemic                                                           
affected logistics.

• Search agency Tinuiti found in August 2020 polling that two in five US                                                       
Amazon Prime members reported shopping at Walmart’s site if items were                                                       
out of stock or delayed on Amazon.

• When asked about specific product categories, the US internet users                                                          
surveyed were more likely to say they searched on Amazon for most items,                                                     
but Walmart was significantly ahead of Amazon among consumers searching                                                      
for food and grocery—an area of intense competition between the two                                                             
retailers during the pandemic in particular.

Southeastern Grocers Debuts 4 More Winn-Dixie Stores
• Southeastern Grocers is celebrating the Nov. 11 grand openings of four new                                                   

Winn-Dixie stores in Boynton Beach, Gainesville, Jacksonville and Lakewood Ranch,                                               
Florida. The store openings were first revealed last month.

• These new locations are the first four openings of eight new Florida Winn-Dixie                                                 
stores revealed this past May. The other four will be in Ft. Myers, Lake Mary and                                            
Melbourne later this year and Viera in early 2021.

• Jacksonville, Florida-based Southeastern Grocers is one of the largest conventional supermarket companies in the 
United States, with grocery stores, liquor stores and in-store pharmacies serving communities throughout Alabama, 
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina and South Carolina. The company is No. 34 on the PG 100, 
Progressive Grocer’s 2020 list of the top food and consumables retailers in North America.

• Farm-fresh produce with 100-plus organic varieties, plant-based proteins made on site, specialty cheeses, fresh 
sushi made daily and a broad selection of grab-and-go meal options are on offer. 
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Amazon US launches Key In-Garage Delivery service for groceries
• Amazon is expanding its Key In-Garage Delivery service to Prime members in more than 4,000 cities, towns and 

suburban areas across the US, including major cities such as New York, Los Angeles and Chicago. It is also making in-
garage grocery delivery available for deliveries purchased from Amazon Fresh or Whole Foods, but only in certain 
areas of Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle for now. 

• For Prime members with a Chamberlain Group myQ smart garage door opener, Key In-Garage Delivery allows 
contactless delivery inside a garage as well as delivery confirmation using the Key by Amazon app. Amazon first 
launched this service in 50 cities in 2019, although others have already been trialing in-home grocery delivery 
including Walmart. Walmart for example relies on a smart front door entry system and a real time live-stream.

Asian trade mega-pact set to be signed this weekend
• Asian leaders are due to sign a mammoth trade deal this weekend that has been nearly a decade in the making.
• It includes the ten members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Asean), plus China, Japan, South Korea, 

Australia and New Zealand.
• Nearly a third of the world's population, it accounts for 29% of global gross domestic product. 
• The new free trade zone will be bigger than both the US-Mexico-Canada Agreement and the European Union.
• RCEP is expected to eliminate a range of tariffs on imports within 20 years.
• India was also part of the negotiations, but pulled out last year, over concerns that lower tariffs could hurt local 

producers.
• The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) is expected to be signed on the side lines of the mostly-

online Asean conference this weekend.
• It also includes provisions on intellectual property, telecommunications, financial services, e-commerce and 

professional services.
• But it's possible the new "rules of origin" - which officially define where a product comes from - will have the biggest 

impact.
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6 ways the pandemic has changed businesses
Opportunities include the huge shift to online                                                                               
shopping and the rise of software-subscription services,                                                                        
which enable people to pay for programs that unlock                                                                          
features like heated seating or full self-driving                                                                               
capabilities, McKinsey says.
(i) Auto industry – down, but not out, (ii) Restaurant                                                                          
industry – innovation still on the menu, (iii) Banking                                                                          
industry – digital decision-making pays off, (iv) Insurance                                                                     
industry – merger partners at a premium, (v) Healthcare                                                                         
industry – delivering at a distance, and (vi) Education –
learning to adapt
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What Consumers Want from Email
• An August 2020 study from email production platform Dyspatch and                                                             

SurveyMonkey found that relevancy trumps newness when persuading US                                                          
consumers to purchase something from a marketing email. In fact, when                                                        
asked what type of product recommendation in an email they would most                                                        
likely act on, 59.4% of US adults cited product suggestions based on their                                                   
purchase history, compared with just 22.7% who said they’d be most likely to                                                 
purchase when presented with an email devoted to a newly launched                                                            
product.

• What matters the most to consumers tends to be relevancy, personal                                                           
benefits, and the opportunity to take some action. Even when an email                                                        
marketer does everything right, however, the consumer will often refrain                                                     
from taking action: A September study from performance marketing firm                                                        
Fluent found that 45% of US consumers said they hadn’t taken any action                                                      
upon receiving a promotional email in the past six months.

Consumers showing decreased anxiety levels, higher shopping intensity, store visits
• Consumers are less anxious about their physical well-being, health of their families, and making upcoming payments 

and large purchases, compared with the start of the pandemic and lockdown. This is further reflected by a decrease 
in the fear of losing jobs. The survey said anxiety levels of Indian consumers are now at 31%, reflecting green shoots 
in multiple spending parameters during the upcoming festive season.

• The survey said 58% consumers are positive about visiting stores, restaurants (47%), and in-person service providers 
(52%).

• In the age bracket of 55 years and above, purchase intention has increased across both discretionary and non-
discretionary categories as well as offline and online channels, consumers are open to spending more on 
convenience, scouting for better deals and bargains, being cautious towards health, hygiene, and environment safety.
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South African citrus exports to US increase by 63.4%
• Last week the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) announced the 

authorization of imports of South African citrus into all United States ports of entry.
• The announcement has been welcomed, because of the astronomical costs of transporting produce across a big 

country but, notes one exporter, there probably won't be rapid change.
• Relationships with cold stores and service providers have been built up over years, he says, but there will probably 

be small amounts next season to test the system.
• Cartons of oranges from the Western Cape inspected for the USA increased by 63%, clementines from the Western 

Cape by 82%. Inspected cartons of Northern Cape oranges rose by 68% and oranges from the Boland (from a low 
base) by 538%.

• Previously South African citrus were only allowed to enter the United States at four ports with the cold treatment 
facilities and personnel required by the protocols regulating this trade. Under this arrangement the option existed to 
apply cold treatment to the fruit should the in-transit treatment not have been completed upon arrival.

US demand for value-added produce has gone up this year
Demand for value-added produce has risen this year as more consumers have been cooking at home due to the ongoing 
complications. 

Loblaw Rides E-Commerce to Q3 Gains
• Canadian food retailer Loblaw posted a 6.9% year-over-year revenue gain in the third quarter of fiscal year 2020, 

reaching approximately $11.9 billion. E-commerce was a bright spot for Loblaw in Q3. Online sales grew by 175% in 
the third quarter across the company's grocery, pharmacy and apparel e-commerce platforms. The platform was 
expanded in the quarter to include front-store items from the Shoppers Drug Mart and Pharmaprix pharmacies.

• The COVID-19 pandemic continued to impact Loblaw’s operations in the quarter. It positively affected sales in the 
food retail business. The grocer invested nearly CAN $65 million in COVID-19 related costs in the quarter, primarily to 
ensure the safety and security of customers and colleagues.
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European Union tariff on US goods affects sweet potatoes, grapefruit and more
• The European Union has imposed $4 billion in tariffs on US goods this week in response to the WTO conclusion 

that aerospace company Boeing has benefitted unfairly from state support. This provided the EU with a green light 
to impose tariffs on the US. The list of products to which the tariffs will apply is lengthy and includes sweet 
potatoes and fresh grapefruit as well as fruit juices and nuts.

• While the California citrus industry doesn’t ship much fruit to Europe, the EU is an important market for Florida 
grapefruit. 

2020 Holiday Shopping: Starting Early, But Still Finishing Late
• As many have anticipated, it does appear that customers intend to get more of their online shopping done sooner 

in 2020 than they may have in prior holiday seasons. A study from mid-September cited in People magazine found 
that 50% respondents had already begun their general holiday shopping; our survey, fielding just a few days later, 
found a similar result, with 40% of our online shoppers saying they had started to shop.

• Interestingly, the People magazine study found that one of the drivers of this early shopping was “boredom,” as 
shoppers found that many of their typical activities for the fall were constrained or absent due to the pandemic. 
Our survey asked respondents to focus more directly on the                                                                   
online shopping experience and common issues that have                                                                       
emerged since the onset of the “new normal” this past spring.

• Perhaps unsurprising given the delays that have plagued many                                                                 
retailers over the past several months and high demands upon                                                                 
shippers, 80% of our respondents told us that they planned to                                                                
add extra time to allow for delivery issues for online orders.                                                               

• They also hinted at the potential impact of ongoing supply chain                                                             
issues upon their holiday shopping, with 58% agreeing or                                                                     
strongly agreeing that they expected it to be harder to find                                                                 
items online compared to 2019. 
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European Road Freight Market Size & Growth 2020
• The European road freight market will contract 6.8% in 2020. After a tumultuous year and faced with Covid-19 

lockdown disruption, both the domestic and international road freight market has shrunk in real terms by 6.2% and 
8.0%, respectively. The pandemic has also significantly altered European road freight pricing dynamics, causing 
unpredictable pricing trends.

• The market was disrupted early in the year as a result of the effects of lockdown. Sixfold data showed truck traffic 
fell by more than 50% in Spain, 46% in France and 37% in Italy during a single week in mid-April, compared to pre-
crisis times, as lockdowns took effect across Europe. Disruption caused by border closures and crossing times 
continued for several months but was most noticeable early on. The subsequent shutdown of manufacturing sites 
and non-essential retail outlets led to freight volumes falling, damaging the market further despite spikes in certain 
sectors, including grocery retail. The varied and mismatched rules across the continent meant some countries began 
to reopen as others were still closed, this meant trading was difficult and out of sync. As summer approached the 
picture looked brighter as manufacturing and retail rebounded and populations gained more freedom, providing a 
boost for the European economy. However, this was short lived and as                                                         
the virus spread for a second time, many countries in the region were                                                        
forced to implement new guidelines partially closing economies once                                                          
more.

• In 2020, the top five largest markets; Germany, France, the UK, Italy                                                        
and Spain, are forecast to make up 60.1% of the total size of market,                                                        
which is forecast to total €322,808m. This market share remains                                                              
broadly in line with 2019 showing the market’s shrinkage is not                                                              
isolated to a group of countries but has affected the whole region.                                                          
Domestic road freight markets are projected to fare better than the                                                          
international markets. The domestic market totaled about 70.1% of                                                            
the market, while the latter accounted for 29.9% of the market.
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• Physical inventory counts are a necessary evil for any 
company that manufactures, distributes or sells 
products. They're critical to business understanding, 
managing inventory and creating accurate financial 
statements. But that doesn't mean your physical counts 
need to be as time-consuming and painful as they are 
today!

• Inventory and warehouse management systems make 
physical counts faster, easier and less frequent. They 
enable businesses to:
o Confidently rely on a demand-based production 

model.
o Keep less inventory on hand.
o Decrease overhead costs associated with storage.
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Owner-operator income spiked in recent months as pandemic recovery gained steam
• Owner-operators had a surprisingly good third quarter, as stronger rates                                                        

and plenty of miles yielded the year’s best showing, according to client                                                     
averages from financial services provider ATBS.

• Net income for leased reefer haulers increased slightly in Q2 of 2020, while                                                 
leased dry van and flatbed operators, as well as independents as a whole,                                                    
did very well in serving parts of the economy that were rebounding from                                                      
the COVID-19 pandemic.

• If this year’s third-quarter income of $17,116 were annualized, operators                                                       
would earn over $68,000. Even though third quarters are typically good for dry vans as goods move to retailers 
stocking up for holidays, this year’s July-September quarter income for owner-operators was up 7% from a year ago.

New alternatives to high-speed rail line in Calif. reduce impacts to sensitive aquatic resources
• The California High-Speed Rail Authority has announced three new modified build alternatives have been added to 

the Palmdale to Burbank Project Section. The new routes                                                                      
will reduce potential impacts to sensitive aquatic resources                                                                 
south of Palmdale, Calif.

• A total of six alternatives will now be included in the                                                                      
environmental review, including the three original                                                                           
alternatives known as Refined SR14, E1 and E2, and the                                                                       
three new modified alternatives known as SR14A, E1A and E2A.

• The Preferred Alternative (PA) is now the SR14A alternative;                                                                 
the previous PA was the Refined SR14. The SR14A                                                                              
alternative will avoid Una Lake and will be underground                                                                      
through the community of Acton, Calif., and within the                                                                       
Angeles National Forest and the San Gabriel Mountains National Monument.
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Intermodal Offsets Carloads, Again
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Demand volatility is the supply chain disruptor of 2020
• The pandemic is still the dominant force on global economies, but leaders say supply is no longer the top problem.
• In February, supply chains braced for ongoing issues with supply. China manufacturing was shut down for weeks as 

the coronavirus spread. Risk management conversations, which started during the trade war, gained volume as 
sourcing organizations considered relocating or duplicating suppliers.

• The pandemic is still the dominant force on global economies, but supply is no longer the top problem. By June, 
51% of supply chain leaders saw demand as their top concern, beating out supply at 33%, according to a CalAmp 
and Reuters Events survey. Demand volatility is the real story of 2020 supply chain stress. 

• From cheese to cleaning products, massive behavioral shifts changed consumption patterns and shredded 
established production plans. Supply chain managers converted production lines from bulk SKUs to family-sized. In 
some cases, they closed factories and furloughed workers. In others, overtime restrictions went out the window. 
Retailers opened new warehouses to handle the explosion of online orders. 

• The coronavirus pandemic has upended forecasts, machine learning algorithms and other predictive analytics 
methods used by companies to understand and predict consumer demand, according to John Aloysius, a professor 
in the supply chain management                                                                                               
department at the University of Arkansas                                                                                     
who has been working with companies to                                                                                       
understand the pandemic's impact on                                                                                          
analytics.

• The bullwhip effect is alive and well in the                                                                                 
food industry — and French fry supply                                                                                           
chains are feeling the sting from closed                                                                                     
restaurants.

• Stockouts plagued retailers and                                                                                              
manufacturers early in the pandemic.
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Moving the vaccine will be 'the biggest security challenge for a generation’
• The focus of vaccine distribution so far has been on airline capacity and the ability to deliver at           the correct 

temperature – but security will also be crucial, with armed escorts and convoys                                                 
expected to be used.

• In fact, it will be “the biggest security challenge for a generation”                                                        
according to the Transported Asset Protection Association (TAPA).

• TAPA, which represents more than half of the world’s top 25                                                                  
pharmaceutical companies, said that while pharma supply chains were                                                          
among the more resilient, the real cost of a loss could be enormous.

• “In terms of cargo security, the true cost of losing a pharma cargo has been estimated to be between five to seven 
times the value of the product, because of the domino-effect it creates, including wide-scale product recalls – to 
say nothing of the reputational damage to companies, explained TAPA EMEA chief Thorsten Neumann.

• “Product losses are clearly the biggest threat, but contamination of pharma cargo during a cargo crime – even if it 
is not actually stolen – can be just as damaging.”

• From 1 November 2019 to 1 November 2020, TAPA reported 58 incidents in pharmaceuticals, with a total loss value 
of more than €11m, or €189,000 per crime.

• TAPA’s intelligence shows that the majority of pharma cargo theft attacks are on trucks, as opposed to products 
stored in warehouses, exacerbated by the continuing lack of secure vehicle parking, especially in Europe. Fraud and 
deception are also a feature, with bogus transport companies using fake documentation collect a load.

• Some countries may even be considering military support to ensure vaccine deliveries are not delayed. TAPA is also 
ready to offer any help we can.

• An estimated 7-19 billion doses of the vaccine will be required to eradicate Covid-19 globally, enabling 60-70% of 
the global population to gain immunity and to stop the virus from spreading.

• Additional security now is critical, stressed TAPA as pharma companies in particular are reluctant to share 
intelligence on thefts
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"Flying car" publicly tested in Japan. Is this finally the real deal?
• A “flying car" built by Japanese developer SkyDrive has been publicly                                                        

demonstrated for the first time.
• The SD-03 vehicle is powered by eight independent electric motors                                                               

and has been in development since 2014.
• While no one can dispute its sound aeronautical capabilities, the                                                            

vehicle’s status as a “car” remains slightly more controversial – this                                                          
prototype doesn’t even have wheels, meaning it is less maneuverable                                                          
on the ground than most planes.

• In fact, the SD-03 is more like a large drone that can carry one person,                                                        
than a flying car.

• Until now, other so-called experimental "flying cars" – such as those tested in the US – have been light aircraft that 
can fold their wings and be driven a short distance on public roads at modest speeds.

Cargo imports set ‘peak season’ record as retailers eye holiday
• Peak season is the Super Bowl of the supply chain world each year, as retailers make sure they have enough 

merchandise on hand to satisfy demand during the holidays, and this is the busiest we’ve ever seen,” Jonathan Gold, 
vice president for supply chain and customs policy at NRF, said. “Part of this surge was fueled by restocking after 
retail sales rebounded this summer and part could be making sure there aren’t shortages if we see panic buying 
again. The economic challenges of the pandemic aren’t over yet, but this clearly shows how an industry that has 
been under stress is fighting back in a positive way. Retailers don’t import merchandise they don’t think they can sell, 
so this is a good sign for the holiday season.

• Despite the new monthly records, 2020 is expected to total 20.9 million TEU, a drop of 3.4 percent from last year and 
the lowest annual total since 20.5 million TEU in 2017. The first half of 2020 totaled 9.5 million TEU, down 10.1 
percent from last year. October imports were estimated at 2 million TEU, up 6.5 percent year-over-year and the 
fourth-highest month on record.
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Supply chain, like COVID, expected to ‘get worse before it gets better’
• Just as warnings have been issued for a difficult winter due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, a trucking analyst 

warned this week that the pandemic will lead to retail shortages at least through the holiday season, complicating an 
already imbalanced supply chain.

• “It’s probably going to get worse before it gets better,” said Paul Kroes, Thermo King’s markets insight leader for NA.
• Those better days might well come soon in 2021. During a webinar Tuesday, Kroes forecast that upward pressure on 

rates will benefit carriers, attract people into the driver pool and lead to increased equipment sales.
• The industry likes to see truck utilization at 90% or higher, but that hasn’t been the case for much of 2020. Fleets 

have enough equipment, but “there’s not nearly enough drivers to do the work” because of various factors, he said. 
“The driver shortage is now the determining factor and will be for the foreseeable future till all that gets resolved.”

• Some 40,000 drivers have been lost due to implementation of the federal Drug & Alcohol Clearinghouse, and others 
due to large fleets’ adoption of hair follicle drug testing                                                                  
and others choosing, instead of driving, to accept                                                                           
unemployment benefits enhanced during the pandemic.

• The pandemic has accelerated a “large shift from                                                                             
services to retail demand,” he said. With restaurants,                                                                       
travel and entertainment restricted so much, employed                                                                        
consumers have upped their retail buying.

• But for the near-term, Kroes presented a darker path. He                                                                        
echoed national health experts who’ve warned that close,                                                                     
indoor family holiday gatherings will cause spikes in the                                                                    
pandemic, leading to new lockdowns. As so many sectors                                                                       
of the economy continue adapting to new procedures and                                                                       
demands, the long-term damage to the economy could                                                                              
turn out to be worse than realized, he said.
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PIL warns of likely collapse if creditors reject restructuring plan
If creditors reject the restructuring and PIL is liquidated, it could be the biggest container line failure since the collapse 
of South Korea’s Hanjin Shipping in 2016, although its impact is likely to be significantly less.

UNCTAD warns of grim maritime trade outlook due to COVID-19
• Global maritime trade will plunge in 2020 due to the unprecedented disruption caused by COVID-19, the United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) said in a new report.
• The report, entitled the Review of Maritime Transport 2020, warns that new waves of the pandemic that further 

disrupt supply chains and economies might cause a steeper decline and the short-term outlook for maritime trade 
is grim. UNCTAD projects the volume of international maritime trade to fall by 4.1 per cent in 2020.

• The sector is facing concerns resulting not only from the pandemic but also longer-term considerations, ranging 
from shifts in supply-chain design and globalization patterns to changes in consumption and spending habits, a 
growing focus on risk assessment and resilience-building, as well as a heightened global sustainability and low-
carbon agenda. The sector is also dealing with the knock-on effects of growing trade protectionism and inward-
looking policies.

• The UN body explained that the sector will need to brace itself for change, adapt and ensure it well prepared to 
enter the post-COVID-19 pandemic world.

• Specifically, there are six priority areas for policy action to be taken in response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the 
persistent challenges facing the maritime transport and trade of developing countries.

• They include the following:
o Support trade so it can effectively sustain growth and development.
o Help reshape globalization for sustainability and resilience.
o Promote greater technology uptake and digitalization.
o Harness data for monitoring and policy responses.
o Enable agile and resilient maritime transport systems.
o Maintain the momentum on sustainability, climate change adaptation and resilience-building.
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Deepened Amazonehaven welcomes first vessel
• The Port of Rotterdam Authority has said the newly deepened Amazonehaven waterway has received its first 

containership.
• On Saturday, 7 November 2020 , the NYK Wren – with a draught of 16.1 meters – entered the Amazonehaven and 

moored along the quay of the ECT Delta container terminal, operated by Hutchison Ports ECT Rotterdam (ECT).
• In a statement, the Port of Rotterdam Authority said the dredging of this port basin was executed by contractor Van 

Oord and completed and accepted by the project client two weeks earlier than originally planned.
• The ECT Delta Terminal receives some of the largest container ships in the world. The expansion and deepening was 

undertaken to ensure it remains accessible by water for the next generation of container ships.
• To that end, a 500-metre stretch of the Amazonehaven port basin at Maasvlakte has been deepened from 16.65 

meters to 17.45 meters.
• Comment – this vessel cannot negotiate the Panama Canal which has a maximum draft of 15 meters.

European shippers rush to unload stock to beat looming Brexit deadline
• Shippers on both sides of the Channel are hastily trying to move as much stock as possible before the Brexit 

transition period ends, with many expecting chaos at the border from 1 January.
• With no sign of a deal between the EU and the UK, secretary general of the European Shippers Council (ESC) 

Godfried Smit said he knew of a number of shippers willing to sell goods at lower prices in advance of new quotas 
and tariffs.

• Mr Smit told The Loadstar: “[However, selling additional stock] is only possible if the customer has sufficient 
warehouse space to hold it.”

• One forwarder told The Loadstar that, between September and October, they witnessed a “big increase” in imports 
from the EU, with Pall-Ex UK MD Barry Byers adding that volumes have been rising since the start of the year.

• Mr Smit said efforts by shippers to offload stock were also being driven by expectations of supply chain disruption 
and a scarcity of transport options after Brexit.
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Containers are ‘the new gold’ amid ‘black swan’ box squeeze
• “It seems like containers are the new gold these days,” marveled Flexport.
• Container availability in Asia is extremely limited right now, added Flexport Head of North American Ocean Freight 

Jan Hinz during a company webinar on Tuesday. “It’s causing a lot of hardship for our customers and the shipping 
industry as a whole.

• “We have heard anecdotal reports out of Asia that some ships are sailing with open slots simply because there is no 
equipment — even though there’s demand to fill the containers,” said Hinz.

• Flexport’s warnings mirror last week’s headline-grabbing comments from Nico Hecker, director of global container 
logistics at Hapag-Lloyd.

• “We are currently seeing a ‘black swan’ and are experiencing the strongest increase in 40-foot [container] demand 
following one of the strongest decreases in demand ever,” Hecker said. “Almost three out of four containers in our 
40-foot fleet are currently deployed … and therefore not available.”

Port of Hull Now Has UK's Largest Rooftop Solar Farm
• Associated British Ports (ABP) has turned on the largest commercial rooftop solar array in the United Kingdom - a $9 

million, 21,000-panel installation at the Port of Hull. 
• The array has a nameplate capacity of 6.5 MW, equivalent to                                                                  

the power demand of about 1,500 homes or about 30 percent                                                                    
of the port's power needs. It will displace about 2,900 tons of                                                              
CO2 emissions per year from conventional grid power sources.

• After two years of planning and design work, contractor                                                                      
Custom Solar began installing the 21,000 solar panels in                                                                     
October 2019, and the job was completed in August 2020.                                                                      
COVID-19 did not impede the progress of the work, according                                                                     
to the firm. 
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Warnings of Post-Brexit Disruptions at UK Ports Due to Lack of Systems
• As the United Kingdom rushes towards its December 31 end of the Brexit transition period, there is growing concern 

among industry, ports and the shipping sectors of significant barriers as the EU and UK struggle with new customs 
routines and systems. While government maintains they are prepared with contingencies, a new report from the UK 
National Audit Office (NAO) is contributing to the concerns over gaps in preparedness and potential ramifications.

• The NAO report, which is the fourth they have issued since 2016, sets out the background and challenges and looks at 
the progress with implementing arrangements. It also highlights concerns and points to the unresolved issues of the 
Northern Ireland Protocol. Recognizing the government departments have built on their no-deal planning, the audit 
highlights “progress in recent months implementing the changes required to systems, infrastructure and resources. 
However, significant risk remains,” it concludes.

• “It is very unlikely that all traders, industry and third parties will be ready for the end of the transition period, 
particularly if the EU implements its stated intention of introducing full controls at its border,” the audit finds. They 
also point to the potential for increased risks of smuggling or other criminal behavior which could exploit gaps or 
inconsistencies in border operations.

Maersk moves quickly in reaction to criticism of delays in California
• Maersk reacted quickly to last week’s broadside criticism of the current state of operations in the ports of Long Beach 

and Los Angeles, releasing a response and setting up a meeting with the Harbor Trucking Association that first aired 
its members’ issues.

• The HTA, along with the California Trucking Association, last week asked in a prepared public statement that ports and 
shippers suspend their demurrage and detention charges while the backlog at the ports of Los Angeles and Long 
Beach sort themselves out.

• Maersk and MSC make up the 2M Alliance, which allows a wide range of cross-company cooperation but which LaBar 
said has made serving the ports more challenging for drayage drivers. For example, Maersk and MSC work out of 
different terminals in the LA/Long Beach port area. 
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CMA CGM to Expand LNG-Powered Fleet to 26 Vessels
• Container shipping group CMA CGM will expand                                                                                 

its use of liquified natural gas (LNG) to 26 vessels,                                                                        
as part of efforts to reduce pollution in shipping.

• After announcing three years ago that it would                                                                               
adopt LNG, French-based CMA CGM has made                                                                                        
several orders for gas-powered ships and now                                                                                    
plans to have 26 such vessels in service by 2022, it said in a statement.

• Seven of the vessels are already in service, including the giant Jacques Saade, named after the family group’s 
founder and which was refueling in Rotterdam on Thursday after its maiden voyage from China, CMA CGM said.

• The use of LNG fuel is in response to tougher rules on vessel sulphur emissions that took effect this year. LNG fuel 
eliminates almost all such emissions.

Carriers pledge LA–LB help, resist calls for detention relief
Pleas by truckers and shippers for carriers to work more closely with them to reduce congestion at the ports of Los 
Angeles and Long Beach resonate with shipping executives.

Carriers levy container imbalance surcharges as scarcity worsens
• The sustained demand for Asian exports is worsening an equipment imbalance that has built steadily through the 

peak season on the trans-Pacific and Asia-Europe trades.
• Container imbalance charges is a sea freight levy by which carriers offset costs arising from the transfer (re-

positioning) of excess empty containers from where they are to where they are required. When the imbalance 
becomes serious, large carriers seek cost recovery from their customers. 

• Comment – ACC has previously highlighted this dilemma where data from a large ocean carrier shows empty 
containers are primarily located in (i) the Memphis area - 50%, (ii) Chicago – 30% and Eastern Canada – 20%. 
Relocating these units is extremely costly, with carriers usually bearing the penalty in “normal” times. 

Captain
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IMO’s Maritime Safety Committee Addresses Crew Change Crisis
• Repatriation of seafarers has been one of the most vexing issues facing the maritime industry throughout 2020, as 

Covid-19 has ravaged the world.
• Port States, however well intentioned, enacted a panoply of inconsistent and sometimes non-sensical measures that 

led to mariners being marooned on vessels well beyond their sign-off dates. Regulators in the aviation sphere, were-
in turn, talking past the maritime officials, so that air travel, and the impediments for mariners in transit, also 
emerged as a major constraint.

• As of late September, when the seafarer crisis gained recognition at the United Nations’ (virtual) meeting of the 
General Assembly, an estimated 400,000 seafarers were stranded- mainly onboard vessels past their contracted 
dates, and also beyond the time maximums mandated by the Maritime Labor Convention. Flag states (countries 
where ships are registered and are the conduit for execution of MLC dictates) have also tried to facilitate 
repatriations; it goes without saying that this whole frustrating business, where numerous arms of dozens of 
governments, spread out over multiple continents, is very complicated.

China Oil Giant Unipec Eyes New Supertankers to Shrink Fuel Glut
• China’s biggest refiner is eyeing a creative strategy to help rid Asia of a                                                  

persistent diesel glut — brand new supertankers usually reserved for                                                            
crude oil.

• Unipec, the trading arm of China’s biggest oil refiner Sinopec Group, hired                                                  
a newly-built very large crude carrier to load low-sulfur diesel in Asia for                                                    
delivery to Europe. The vessel ordinarily would have sailed empty from its                                                   
shipyard in Northeast Asia to the Middle East or West Africa, where it                                                       
would pick up crude for the first time for delivery to customers across the                                                  
globe. Asia has traditionally been an exporter of diesel to Europe as well as Africa, with trade flows fluctuating based 
on relative prices. The difference now is that the new supertankers allow traders to at least double the size of their 
cargoes compared to long-range vessels, usually the largest reserved for refined fuels.

Captain
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How to Spot a Well-Poured Pint
• A wooden counter, a few colorful taps and a freshly poured pint – it’s the simple things in life that bring me joy. 

What does not bring joy is how you feel after drinking all those beautiful pints. Hungover, yes, but more 
immediately: all bloated and puffy and full.

• It turns out the way your beer is poured at the pub makes all the difference when it comes to bloating.
• For instance, have you ever seen an unlucky server accidentally drop a foam scraper in a pint, triggering an eruption 

that makes the glass overflow? If you have, maybe don’t go back to that pub. It’s a clear sign that they’re not 
pouring their beers right. Imagine that eruption happening inside your stomach.

• Pouring a draught beer correctly, means placing the glass vertically right underneath the tap and making sure the 
beer hits the bottom of the glass. That way, the excess CO2 hits the bottom of the glass and is released, instead of 
ending up in your stomach. It also allows the foam – which should always be a couple of fingers high – to settle 
inside the glass.

• Of course, no one wants to drink a flat beer, and often pourers try to get as little foam as possible – but that’s not 
necessarily a good thing either. In fact, too much foam is better than no foam at all. Worst case, the excess can be 
removed with a foam scraper. In breweries in some parts of                                                                   
Germany, for instance, waiters wait five or six minutes between                                                              
pouring and serving the beer.

• The foam head protects the beer from coming into contact with                                                                
the air, and therefore from oxidation. Oxidation makes the beer                                                              
change taste and color. If the water oxidizes, the beer gets a                                                               
metallic taste; f the hop oxidizes, it becomes rancid. Oxidized                                                              
beer is also bad for your stomach.

• One way you can figure out if your beer was poured into a                                                                    
perfectly clean glass is to check if it leaves behind the so-called                                                             
“Brussels lace”, a trace of foam that resembles embroidery. Two beers poured correctly. If the foam is overflowing, it can be 

removed with a scraper.
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Amazon's Online Pharmacy to Rival CVS, Walgreens and Walmart
• Amazon took a huge step to gain prescription drug market share with the highly anticipated launch of an online 

pharmacy following its 2018 acquisition of mail-order service provider PillPack.
• With its long-awaited move into pharmacy, Amazon vows to bring affordability and simplicity to a prescription drug 

world it has described as inconvenient and confusing. Despite that characterization, Amazon Pharmacy will provide 
functionality similar to what already exists in the market from leading pharmacy chains, with some differences 
Amazon views as notable. For example, Amazon will accept most insurance plans and customers can complete a 
transaction on a desktop or mobile device through the Amazon app. However, the company will provide its huge 
community of Prime members free two-day delivery. It may also eventually offer  voice-ordering capability through 
virtual assistant Alexa, but no indication was given in the pharmacy launch announcement that such a service is in 
the offing. Another feature of the service is access to online self-service help and access to customer care at any 
time, including pharmacists who are available around the clock.

FTC sues to stop Methodist Le Bonheur's acquisition of 2 hospitals
• The Federal Trade Commission filed a complaint Nov. 12 to block Memphis, Tenn.-based Methodist Le Bonheur 

Healthcare's $350 million acquisition of two hospitals from Tenet Healthcare Corp.
• Methodist Le Bonheur entered an agreement with Dallas-based Tenet in December 2019 to acquire Saint Francis 

Hospital-Bartlett (Tenn.) and Saint Francis Hospital-Memphis. Tenet agreed to sell the hospitals and other assets for 
$350 million in cash, and system officials expected the transaction to close in 2020, pending regulatory approvals.

• In its complaint, the FTC alleges that Methodist Le Bonheur's proposed acquisition of the two Memphis-area 
hospitals would leave the system controlling more than 50 percent of the inpatient general acute care services in 
the Memphis area. Four hospital systems currently provide general acute care services in the Memphis area, and 
the complaint alleges that the proposed deal would reduce that number to three.

• The FTC also claims the transaction would eliminate the "head-to-head competition" that Methodist Le Bonheur 
and Saint Francis share as they monitor one another's quality scores and brand recognition, vie with one another 
for inclusion in insurer networks, and compete for points of access and in physician recruitment.
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Trucking Law: Does workers’ comp cover COVID-19 infections?
• It depends.
• To truly answer that question, you need to know the law of every state. For starters, workers’ compensation laws 

vary by state. Coverage usually is mandated even if the business has only one employee, though a few states set a 
higher minimum number of employees, such as five for Alabama.

• Most laws exempt independent contractors, so owner-operator truckers are on their own. That is, unless they lease 
to a fleet that requires workers’ comp or occupational-accident insurance. Or they simply choose independently to 
get such coverage.

• Things are much hazier when it comes to workers’ comp coverage of COVID-19. Since the coronavirus outbreak, 
more than a dozen states have made some modifications to their workers’ comp laws, creating the presumption 
that front-line workers (nurses, doctors, etc.) contracted the virus on the job. These states include IL, MI and UT.

• This presumption has huge implications. It shifts the burden of proof from the claimant to the employer to produce 
any outcome other than what’s established by policy. In these states, the employer must prove that the claimant 
did not contract the virus at work.

• There can be huge differences between states. Some have extended the presumption only to hospital or emergency 
room workers. Others have included all workers who are required to interact with the public. Would a truck driver 
fall in this category? No-one is sure.

• On the flip side, some states, like New York, have not changed their laws. Accordingly, to file a successful claim, the 
worker will need to show that they contracted the virus on the job. With a disease as contagious as COVID-19, 
that’s tough. How do you show you were infected while on the job, but not at the grocery store or from the handle 
of a gas station pump?

• So there is no clear answer about whether COVID-19 is covered under workers’ comp laws as a workplace injury. 
The virus is too new, the law too fluid and state provisions too diverse. I won’t be surprised if, by the time this 
appears in print, additional states will have proposed changes that either create a presumption in favor of the 
claimant or expressly deny such presumption in favor of the employer. 
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Kroger, Albertsons and Others to Administer Free COVID-19 Vaccine
• The Kroger Co., Albertsons Cos. and dozens of other U.S. grocery retailers are teaming up with the Department of 

Health and Human Services to administer free                                                COVID-19 vaccines. 
• Through the Federal Pharmacy Partnership                                                   Strategy for COVID-19 Vaccination, grocers 

such as Kroger, Albertsons, Publix Super Markets,                                  Walmart and Wegmans Food Markets  will 
receive a direct allocation of COVID-19 vaccine                           once it’s authorized or approved and recommended for 
use in the United States.

• The U.S. Department of Health and Human                                   Services (HHS) made the announcement earlier today,
in which it outlined its partnership with                                        grocers and other food retailers to maximize access to 
COVID-19 vaccines for all Americans. The                                    program covers approximately 60% of pharmacies 
throughout the 50 states, the District of                                      Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

• Food retailers that have signed on to the                                  Federal Pharmacy Partnership Strategy for COVID-19 
Vaccination as of Nov. 6 include:  Albertsons                                             (including Osco, Jewel-Osco, Albertsons, 
Albertsons Market, Safeway, Tom Thumb,                                                   Star Market, Shaws, Haggen, Acme, Randalls, 
Carrs, Market Street, United, Vons, Pavilions, Amigos, Lucky’s, Pak 'n Save, and Sav-On), Costco, CVS (including 
Long’s), Hy-Vee, Good Neighbor Pharmacy and AmerisourceBergen Drug, Elevate Provider, Meijer, Publix Super 
Markets, Retail Business Services (including Food Lion, Giant Food, The Giant Co., Hannaford Bros Co., and Stop & 
Shop), Rite Aid, Kroger (including Kroger, Harris Teeter, Fred Meyer, Fry's, Ralphs, King Soopers, Smiths, City Market, 
Dillons, Marianos, Pick-n-Save, Copps and Metro Market), Topco Associates (incl. Big-Y Pharmacy and Wellness 
Center, Brookshire’s Pharmacy, Super One Pharmacy, FRESH by Brookshire’s Pharmacy, Coborn’s Pharmacy, Cash Wise 
Pharmacy, MarketPlace Pharmacy, Hartig Drug Company, King Kullen, Food City Pharmacy, Ingles Pharmacy, Raley’s, 
Bel Air, Nob Hill Pharmacies, Save Mart Pharmacies, Lucky Pharmacies, SpartanNash, Price Chopper, Market 32, Tops 
Friendly Markets, ShopRite, Wegmans, Weis Markets, Acme Fresh Markets), Walgreens (including Duane Reade), 
Walmart Inc. (including Sam’s Club) and Winn-Dixie Stores Inc. (including Winn-Dixie, Harveys and Fresco Y Mas).

• Currently, there are no COVID-19 vaccines that have been authorized or approved by the FDA recommended by CDC.
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Vehicle Electrification Market Size to Reach US$ 150.72 Bn by 2027
• In 2019, the Asia Pacific captured the maximum revenue share in the global vehicle electrification market and 

experienced attractive growth during the forecast period. High demand for vehicle supplements in China and India 
propels the market growth in the region. Further, rapid adoption of green transportation in Asian countries triggers 
the adoption of battery-powered vehicles such as BEV, HEV, and PHEV again contributes positively towards the 
market growth.

• Europe holds second largest position in the global vehicle electrification market in terms of revenue in the year 2019. 
The governments of France, Germany, UK, Italy, and other European countries focus on sustainable development in 
infrastructure growth, this offers significant opportunity for the market players to flourish their business.

• Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) & Micro-Hybrid Vehicle dominated the global vehicle electrification market in the 
year 2019 and is expected to witness substantial growth in coming years. However, Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle 
(PHEV) registered the highest growth of nearly 16% over the analysis period.

• Electric Power Steering (EPS) witnessed high demand in 2019 and is expected to grow at a significant rate during the 
forecast period. Extra comfort offered by the EPS system to the driver is the one of the potential driving factors that 
significantly boosts the market growth. On the other hand, electric oil pump exhibit the fastest growth over the 
forecast period.

Vancouver company to help recycle old EV batteries
Most EV batteries are considered broken once they drop 20 percent capacity
• A Vancouver company called Extreme Vehicle Battery Technologies has announced that it will start a ‘Battery Revival 

Program’ to help give used batteries a second life. The company has an AI program that can quickly diagnose old 
batteries. Once this is done, they can choose to attempt to refurbish the old battery to be used in an EV or find some 
way to use it as an energy storage solution. The company says “Most EV batteries are deemed non-functional when 
they lose functionality in 20% of their fuel cells.” So there is a definite need for someone to step up and do 
something with all of these older batteries. Extreme Vehicle Battery Technologies also says that since it’s using old 
batteries, the upfront cost for it to make battery storage solutions is greatly reduced.
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First Nikola Tre electric semi prototype built, company says
• No one expected Nikola to post financial figures in the black, but the startup hydrogen-electric semi truck company 

said it has finally completed the first Tre prototype in Europe. The company                                                 called it a 
significant milestone, but plenty of testing remains before the trucks are                                                   ready to hit 
European roads.

• Nikola continues to work with CNH Industrial, an Iveco subsidiary                                                            with a 
substantial footprint in the segment, to bring the Tre to life. The                                                          hard part 
isn't the body, though, since the Tre is essentially a rebadged                                                              
Iveco S-Way. It's the powertrain, which according to Nikola, is a                                                               
totally proprietary system. Things remain murky here since the                                                               
startup confirmed it's still in talks with General Motors to source                                                          battery and 
hydrogen fuel-cell technology from. The question remains, if Nikola has its own powertrain, why would it seek 
support from GM? Nevertheless, a Nikola powertrain sits underneath the prototype, though the company isn't 
ready to share details just yet.

• When the Tre debuted, Nikola promised a 720 kilowatt-hour                                                                       
battery pack with 248 miles of range, 644 horsepower and                                                                     
1,327 pound-feet of torque. We'll have to see if those numbers                                                                  
hold as the Tre moves to validation testing, though the                                                                      
company said the Tre does move under its own power during                                                                    
sessions on a test track. A fuel-cell version of the Tre is                                                                     
supposedly coming in 2023.

• Nikola continues to reel after allegations of fraud earlier this                                                             
year, which saw Nikola chairman Trevor Milton step down                                                                      
from his position and out of the spotlight. The startup also                                                                 
confirmed it received subpoenas from the US DOJ and SEC.
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Walmart will test Cruise self-driving electric car deliveries in 2021
Walmart has tapped General Motors subsidiary Cruise for a new pilot test that’ll involve delivering goods to customers 
using self-driving electric vehicles. The EV deliveries will only be available to a small number of Walmart customers, but 
the pilot underscores the interest in self-driving vehicles and their potential use in a variety of industries.

Wind, Solar Are Cheapest Power Source in Most Places, Research Shows
• Wind and solar power are the cheapest form of new electricity in most of the world             today.
• That’s the analysis of BloombergNEF, which predicts a tipping point in five years when it      will be more expensive 

to operate an existing coal or natural gas power plant than to build new solar or wind                                      farms.
• The findings add to research showing why renewables are spreading in most power                          markets. Last 

week, the International Energy Agency said solar is starting to take over from coal as                          the cheapest 
form of electricity.

• But there is an economic limit to the spread of those sources of clean energy, BNEF’s                   Chief Economist Seb 
Henbest said at the research group’s annual conference in London on Monday.                             There will come a 
point in every country that saturation point is reached because the technology                               no longer reduces 
generation costs compared with running the existing thermal generation fleet.

• Those constraints suggest renewables will gain no more than 70% and 80% of the                           market for 
electricity generation, depending on local conditions. Even in Europe, which has some of the toughest policies 
encouraging renewables and discouraging fossil fuels, wind and solar are unlikely to surpass 80% of supply.

Engie, Scania partner on Europe electric charging
• Engie SA said Thursday that it is partnering with Traton SE's Scania to provide electric charging for trucks and buses 

in Europe. The French energy company said the four-year partnership would initially focus on 13 European 
countries, with other regions following suit at the end of 2021.

• Engie will deliver and maintain electric-charging solutions and associated services for Scania clients, while Scania 
will offer field services and training programs for its drivers. Scania and Traton are owned by Volkswagen AG.
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